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 WILL THE  
   SEQUEL TO 
    SIDEWAYS 
EVER GET  
 MADE?



REJECTION LETTER FILE

F.U. Haiku
Return to sender was  
Josh Stolberg’s attitude  
when he received these 
rejection letters. Years later,  
he responds—in haiku.

GALLERY 1988 

The Entire  
Gallery 1988 Exhibit
“There’s Always Money  
in the Banana Stand”
Swipe through this  
hilarious exhibit. 

GALLERY 1988

Arrested Artists
Four talented creators take  
us behind the scenes of their  
works for Gallery 1988’s  
tribute to Arrested Development,  
“There’s Always Money in  
the Banana Stand.”
By Danny Munso

TUNE UP

The Hives
How does one band say  
so much with so little? Our 
favorite post-punk rockers 
present “Come On!” See  
the music video, live 
performances and more. 
By Danny Munso

TUNE UP

Tenacious D
After the failure of their  
film Tenacious D in The  
Pick of Destiny, musician- 
scribe-actors Jack Black  
and Kyle Gass emerge from 
the musical ashes with  
their new album, Rize of the 
Fenix. Watch music videos  
from the new album.
By Danny Munso

STAGED

Stoneface
Vanessa Claire Stewart writes 
husband French Stewart his 
dream role as Buster Keaton in 
Stoneface. Enjoy the interview, 
and read the entire play. 
By Jenelle Riley

LESSONS LEARNED

The Catastrophe of Success
This 1947 essay appeared in 
the New York Times four days 
before A Streetcar Named Desire 
premiered. It endures as an 
inspiration to all artists by 
reminding them that achieving 
honesty in their personal life 
will be rewarded with honesty  
in their work.
By Tennessee Williams

CINEMA OBSCURA

Closet Land
Writer-director Radha 
Bharadwaj’s moving 1991  
tale of dignity amid torture 
hasn’t lost an ounce of  
relevance in the ensuing  
years. Read the script, and  
enjoy this lost work. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

SUNDANCE SHORT

The S from Hell
It ain’t fiction! Director Rodney 
Ascher reveals the childhood 
trauma behind one of the 
strangest documentary shorts 
you’ll ever see.
By Jenelle Riley

OFF THE SHELF

Vertical
Rex Pickett and Pamela D. 
Smith discuss adapting the 
sequel to Sideways—and  
weigh in on whether it will  
ever get made. Plus, read  
the entire screenplay. 
By Danny Munso

BLACK LIST TALES

Blood Mountain
Jonathan Stokes officially 
arrived with two scripts on  
the 2011 Black List,  
including the modern  
western Blood Mountain—
which you can read in  
its entirety here. 
By Danny Munso

TV VCR’D

Legends of the Superheroes
Decades before Marvel 
assembled the Avengers,  
a group of DC superheroes 
gathered to face the forces  
of evil in one seriously  
wacky TV show. 
By Claude Chung

TV VCR’D

Bullet in the Face
Alan Spencer discusses his 
weird, wonderful career and 
his irreverent new IFC show.
By Jenelle Riley

TV VCR’D

Childrens Hospital
Fresh on the heels of its first 
Emmy nomination, Adult 
Swim’s irreverent comedy now 
enters its fourth season and 
remains good medicine.  
By Jeff Goldsmith

NO JOKE

Maz Jobrani
A profile of the popular 
comedian known for finding 
humor in contemporary  
cultural divides. Plus, hear  
and see Jobrani’s routines  
and a short film. 
By Germain Lussier  

CURRENT CINEMA

Beasts of the Southern Wild
Winner of the Grand Jury 
Prize at Sundance and the 
Camera d’Or at Cannes, 
writer-director Benh Zeitlin 
and co-writer Lucy Alibar  
take us inside their highly 
revered film.  
By Peter Debruge

CURRENT CINEMA

Compliance
Writer-director Craig Zobel 
examines the tough ethical 
dilemmas of his unnerving 
workplace drama. 
By David Somerset

CURRENT CINEMA

Killer Joe
Playwright-turned-screenwriter 
Tracy Letts takes his bloody, 
brutal tale from the boards to 
the big screen.
By Jenelle Riley

CURRENT CINEMA

Klown
Danish writer-actors  
Frank Hvam and Casper 
Christensen bring their 
hilariously risqué and  
heartfelt (no, really)  
comedy to America.  
Are we ready for it? 
By David Somerset

CURRENT CINEMA

Lawless
Director John Hillcoat  
and scribe-musician  
Nick Cave get violent in  
their latest collaboration.
By Jenelle Riley

CURRENT CINEMA

Total Recall
We picked the brains of scribes 
Kurt Wimmer and Mark 
Bomback about their reboot—
and they told us everything 
they could remember.
By David Somerset

NOVEL INVENTION

Total Recall
Author Piers Anthony 
was contracted to pen the 
adaptation of the 1990 movie. 
For the book, he filled plot 
holes from the script by 
crafting an elaborate backstory 
for the terraforming alien 
artifact found on Mars. 
By David Somerset

DISPATCH FROM HELL

Rewrite Hell
Four top screenwriters chat 
about their rocky roads.
By Gavin Polone
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FRED RASKIN cutS into  
tarantino’s modern classic
by jeff goldsmith

The editor
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ew to Blu-ray is one of 2015’s most underrated films, The Hate-
ful Eight—Quentin Tarantino’s hard-boiled western suspense 
drama. We at Backstory utterly adored the film (it’s our cover 

for issue 20, complete with two long-form Tarantino interviews), and 
in support of its home video release, we couldn’t have been happier 
to chat with the film’s ultra-talented editor, Fred Raskin (Django Un-
chained, Guardians of the Galaxy). After editing Django, Raskin continues 
to serve as one of Tarantino’s closest creative collaborators and re-
vealed to Backstory what it’s like to work with a modern-day master.

Backstory: This is your second film working with Quentin Tarantino. 
What changed about his creative habits between the two?
Fred Raskin: Not a whole lot, to be honest. The experience of having 
worked together once before informed him as to certain skills of mine 
he’d be able to utilize—music and dialogue editing, for example. So 
he’d suggest trying things while we were working together because 
he’d seen me do them on the last movie.  The bigger change was more 
likely with me. Having established our working relationship allowed 
me to feel more free to make suggestions I might have been more 
timid about on Django Unchained. This time around, I had more of an 



“anything goes” attitude, as I was less concerned that trying something 
that didn’t work would lead him to think I didn’t understand his style. 
There was a greater trust between us this time.

 
You were with QT on set while filming Hateful Eight—how did this help 
the film’s edit? 
The production built a 70mm screening room in Telluride—despite 
the town having a renowned film festival, it boasts all of one legitimate 
movie theater)—, and at the end of each shoot day we would watch 
the previous day’s dailies together, so I could get his thoughts. Quen-
tin shoots a good amount of takes—ones that frequently run over five 
minutes in length—so being able to narrow down what he likes perfor-
mance wise can be very helpful. On Django, I learned that if he laughs 
at something during dailies, that’s a good indication he likes it, so I was 
careful to take close notes on anything that led him to chuckle.

When you were piecing things together while shooting, was there any-
thing you assembled that sparked an interesting idea that QT decided 
to try based on seeing footage cut together?
No, because Quentin doesn’t watch a frame of edited footage while 
he’s shooting. During the production period, he’s focused on shoot-
ing the best possible footage he can get, so the editorial ideas all came 
during post.

 
The film was shot in 70mm, which is now all but a lost art. What did 
you learn about the process as an editor regarding how to handle the 
frame and footage?
Initially, I didn’t quite realize the impact that the format would have 
on the process. I was going to be editing digitally on an Avid, so I as-
sumed the process would be like that of any other movie. But when 
we started seeing the dailies projected in 70mm, we saw these beauti-
ful 1:2.76 compositions with such tremendous clarity you could really 
see the depth of the performances in the actors’ eyes—even in wide 
shots—and it became clear we’d be holding on those shots a lot longer 
than we would have had the film been shot in 35mm. Although Quen-
tin shot coverage on almost everything, we would often stay in the mas-
ter, as we weren’t gaining anything by going to the close-ups.



What was something big that changed about your editorial process as a 
result of working in 70mm? 
Because we did a traditional photochemical finish as opposed to a dig-
ital intermediate, we had to allow time for negative cutting and color 
timing, which added something like six or eight weeks to the process. 
So while on Django we were making our last editorial changes as we 
were mixing the film, on Hateful Eight we had locked the picture be-
fore we set foot on the mix stage.

Some of the interiors were shot on a soundstage inside a real oversize 
freezer to simulate the film’s winter setting—did this ever pose any 
continuity problems?
The set was built twice. There was a complete version, exterior and in-
terior, in Telluride, and there was an exact duplicate of the interior on 
a soundstage in L.A. During production, if it snowed they’d shoot the 
first two chapters—the stagecoach material—and if it didn’t, they’d 
shoot interiors at Minnie’s. If it had snowed for the first three weeks of 
the shoot, I assume they wouldn’t have used much of the interior set 
on location. But the snow was not in abundance last winter, so there 
were a lot of interiors shot in Colorado. The set in L.A. was a perfect 
match for the Telluride one, and I never caught any continuity errors 
cutting between the two locations.

 



Hateful Eight is one of Tarantino’s longest films. Were you given any 
run-time parameters, or was the mantra just to let the story play out?
No, though I think Quentin knew the movie was going to end up 
at around three hours. That was a fairly common length of a 1960s 
road-show release, and he wanted to replicate that experience as 
much as possible.
 
Do you remember any script changes stemming from what Tarantino 
learned after he and the cast did a public live read of the script in L.A.?
Well, that’s a tricky question. He announced at the start of the live 
read that he’d already completely rewritten the last chapter. So while 
there were a number of key script changes following the live read, they 
didn’t come about as a reaction to it. Most were in place before it was 
even performed. I think the thing the live read did was confirm certain 
things for Quentin, most notably that no matter how much horrible 
stuff Major Warren [Samuel L. Jackson] may have committed, the au-
dience would always be on his side. The other significant change that 
happened post–live read was Quentin addressing the authorship of the 
Lincoln letter. Everyone who read the script or saw it in the live read—
myself included—believed the letter was real, despite the fact that 
nearly every character in the movie is lying about something. So the 
scene in which Chris Mannix [Walton Goggins] outs Major Warren in 
front of John Ruth [Kurt Russell] came about in a later draft. But I be-
lieve Quentin had planned on doing that all along, he just hadn’t got-
ten around to incorporating it when he penned his first draft [which 
was the version used at the live read]. I also think that was why the 
script leak [of that draft] bothered him so much. It was a clearly unfin-
ished work, not representative of the final product and therefore not 
something he wanted the general public reading.

It’s always interesting to learn about lost scenes. What were some of 
the moments cut out of the film that fans would love to know about?
There were a few big lifts from the movie, most of which Quentin was 
fairly certain about immediately following wrapping production, if not 
during production. There was a running gag in the movie about Min-
nie’s basement being filled with rats. A rat trap was heard early on, and 



Oswaldo [Tim Roth] explained it to Daisy [Jennifer Jason Leigh], sub-
tly implying there might just be one big rat in the basement. General 
Smithers [Bruce Dern] suggested the basement was the primary source 
of the meat in the stew. In the shooting script, midway through the 
last chapter, Jody [Channing Tatum] is shot in the chest and he falls 
into the basement. We spend the remainder of the movie hearing him 
screaming in agony as the rats chow down on him. But when it came 
time to shoot that scene, Quentin decided to have him get shot in the 
head, killing him off quite definitively. I suspect Quentin knew at that 
point that he was going to excise the rat business.

On a couple of occasions in our early cuts, Major Warren negoti-
ated with O.B. [James Parks] to get the latter’s help tying the bodies 
of his bounties to the roof of the stagecoach and later untying and 
moving them when the storm is looking particularly threatening [a 
shot from this scene was used in the film’s trailer]. Major Warren 
would secure the deal by offering O.B. a trip to the “social club” (read: 
brothel) in Red Rock. It served to flesh out O.B.’s character, making 
him perhaps a little more memorable so the audience would really 
feel his death. But ultimately we found O.B. to be pretty memorable 
as is, and those negotiations were dropped. The other big cut was in 
“The Four Passengers” chapter. In the script, and as photographed, 
after John Ruth and Daisy enter Minnie’s, we see a replay of the next 
scene but this time from the perspective of the Domergue gang. We 
see Joe Gage [Michael Madsen], with his gun under the table trained 
on Ruth, when Daisy loudly announces the presence of a sheriff and 
bounty hunter in the stable. Thus, the gang members are alerted that 

QUENTIN TARANTINO



killing Ruth at that moment could bring on a hail of gunfire, and 
Gage chooses to put his gun away. But when we were assembling the 
sequence in which Oswaldo, Joe Gage and General Smithers prep for 
John Ruth and Daisy’s arrival, we threw the sound of their arrival from 
the beginning of chapter three into the background. And all of a sud-
den, we’d presented the Domergue gang’s perspective on a scene we’d 
witnessed earlier, and anything beyond John Ruth and Daisy’s entrance 
felt extraneous.

 
An editor like yourself involved in the creative process before filming 
has a unique vision as you get to see the story evolve. What can you tell 
us about some of the alternate versions that didn’t survive regarding 
who lived and who died, etc.?
The first draft ended in a gunfight in which Major Warren is shot 
dead by Daisy and Daisy is shot dead by Chris Mannix. So it would ap-
pear that the idea of carrying out John Ruth’s mission of seeing Daisy 
hanged was not originally part of Quentin’s plan, but he came to it 
eventually in the process of thinking about the story and working it 
out. Again, this is further proof as to why that first draft was not some-
thing he was ready to publish or make.

Backstory published the alternate ending where Caesar the cat shows 
up to surprise the survivors. Was that shot and edited, and when was its 
demise decided?
It was never shot, no. When we were on the mixing stage doing chap-
ter five, one of our sound editors added a cat screaming during the 
massacre at Minnie’s, implying that Caesar was scared by the gunfire 
and ran off. Quentin commented that if he’d thought about it at the 
time, he would have had Jody shoot Caesar. He may have been joking, 
but given how vicious the Domergue gang was in that sequence, I can’t 
really be certain.

 
We love the ending with the reading of Major Warren’s faux Lincoln 
letter. How do you remember seeing that finally evolve as the ending?
In the shooting draft, the implication is that Mannix reads the letter to 
himself—as in, not aloud.  The text was never in the script. But when 



the dailies for that scene came in, Mannix was reading it out loud. I 
learned the contents of the letter when I watched the dailies for the 
first time. And it was kind of perfect, because the impression was even 
if the letter isn’t real, it might as well be.

 
Tarantino told Backstory about how he wrote a Daisy-centric draft to 
better learn about her character. What can you tell us about some of 
the interesting elements of that?
I never read that draft. To be honest, I don’t know if anyone other 
than Quentin did.

What’s a typical editing day look like for you? Also, how often was 
Tarantino in the editing room, or would he come in mainly when  
you’d have something up to show him?
During production, I’m on my own, assembling the scenes as they 
come in and screening dailies with Quentin and the crew at the end of  
the day, which was generally somewhere between 10 and 14 hours.  



Given that the average scene in this movie is something like 20 pages 
long, I really could only be working on one scene per day. During post, 
Quentin shows up late morning, and we generally work together until 
7 or 8 p.m. As you can imagine, our workday is usually split between 70 
percent super-intensive work and 30 percent talking about movies. At 
that point, Quentin goes home and I refine the cut and the sound-ef-
fects work while he watches the dailies for the section we’re going to 
tackle the next day. He takes detailed notes about his two or three fa-
vorite readings of each line, so that the next day we can decide which 
read works best with the surrounding material. He’s as hardworking a 
director as any I’ve ever seen.

 
How long was your editing schedule?
It was a little over 10 months from the start of production to the com-
pletion of the sound mix. The first five months of that was production.

How many people did you have working for you?
I’d prefer to say they worked with me, not for me—hey, I’m not signing 
the checks. I had an amazing crew, most of whom needed to know 
70mm. First assistant Andrew Eisen, postproduction supervisor Tina 
Anderson, film first Paula Suhy, film seconds Michael Backauskas and 
Bill Fletcher, Avid second Jason Barnes and postproduction assistants 
Stephanie Williams and Cara McShane. So, eight—that’s appropriate,  
I think, no?

 
What elements of post by way of you were also on film? Or were you 
mostly showing digital Avid cuts?
We were cutting on the Avid, but at the end of every workday I would 
turn over the Avid cut to the film assistants so they could conform the 
70mm work picture to match the Avid cut. Every Wednesday after-
noon, we’d head over to the DGA theater on Sunset Boulevard and 
screen as much of the film as we’d completed at that point. Getting to 
see the material projected in 70mm was amazing. Quentin and I both 
like to sit close to the screen—I think we were in the fourth row there 
generally—and it was an immersive experience. He liked to say we 
were literally in the movie. Watching it projected was the only way to 
truly determine how well the movie was playing.



How long was the first rough assembly?
My first assembly, which was essentially the whole screenplay, was 
nearly three and a half hours long, and obviously there was no over-
ture or intermission at that point. But like I say, when Quentin came 
into the editing room, he had very specific ideas for cuts from the 
get-go, so our first pass together was something like 3:08, I think.
 
In the past, you’ve explained how Tarantino loves to go through his 
music library to pick cues, but on Hateful Eight  
he had Oscar-winning composer Ennio Morricone on his side. In Back-
story’s interview, Tarantino said how wild that  
experience was, since he repeatedly listened to Morricone’s finished 
score in order to get used to it and would then pick his own favorite 
cues. What do you remember about the experience of putting music  
to the film?
We went to Prague to watch Morricone record the score—this was only 
six weeks or so after the completion of production, so the maestro had 
been writing based on what he’d read in the script—he wasn’t scoring 
to picture. I was sitting in the engineering booth on the scoring stage, 
and I looked over at Quentin and I could see the wheels in his head 
turning, figuring out what scene each cue might work best under. But 
honestly, the process was basically the same as it always is. After we cut 
a scene, we’d try out one or two different cues. In this case, we were 
pulling from the Hateful Eight score and the unused tracks from Mor-
ricone’s score to The Thing. The last scene in the movie—the reading 
of the Lincoln letter—is the only scene Morricone actually scored to 
picture. Quentin had a cue that another composer had written from 
another movie that was working quite well under that scene as a tem-
porary solution, but he wanted to show the maestro the respect of giv-
ing him the opportunity to score the scene. The temp cue was working 
so well we didn’t know how, or if, it could be topped. And then Mor-
ricone’s cue came in and surpassed our temp in every way, evoking 
both the Civil War sequences in The Good, the Bad and the Ugly and the 
camaraderie of the heroes in The Untouchables. Over time, it has be-
come my favorite piece of score in the whole picture, and the fact that 
it was written to picture is likely no coincidence.

 



There’s some fast action in this film, but you’ve had your fair share of 
editing action before. What did you learn about editing action here? 
Were there challenges?
Quentin’s action is really well planned out, and he shoots most of it 
chronologically so it’s pretty easy to see how it’s going to come to-
gether. The only real concern I had was if I was cutting stuff too 
quickly for your eye to follow it on the big screen in 70mm. But doing 
those DGA screenings let me know that it was working. If I was wrong 
about that, you can let me know.

 
One gunfight—I think it’s when Jody attacks—happens partially in slow 
motion and partially in real time. How difficult was that to navigate, as 
you were technically editing in two timelines?
Unless I’m seriously misremembering, I think when the action se-
quences in this picture go into slo-mo, they stay there until the action 
is done, so it’s not quite as challenging as it may have appeared. But 
when the dialogue goes into slo-mo, that’s a different story.

Was there anything Tarantino did or suggested that surprised you? A 
global editing change, perhaps? Or a change of mind on an element 
he’d previously decided on?
My assistants slowed the sound for the slow-motion material in the 
film, so the dailies all had slo-mo sync sound. Quentin watched the ma-
terial for the last chapter, when Major Warren goes to shoot Daisy in 



slo-mo but discovers he’s out of bullets, and he saw the scene continue, 
with Warren delivering his next couple lines of dialogue in slow mo-
tion. He called me, and he said, “You know how in a Sam Peckinpah 
movie, the heroes will be firing their guns in regular speed but the 
villains will get shot in slo-mo, and he’ll keep cutting back and forth 
between the two speeds? What if we were to do that with dialogue?” I 
told him I’d never seen it done before but that shouldn’t stop us from 
trying it. So that’s where that moment of Major Warren watching Daisy 
and Mannix speaking in regular speed and then reacting in slo-mo 
[“You gonna make a deal with this diabolical bitch?!”] came from. He 
just got an idea from watching the dailies, and he ran with it. For me, 
that’s the thrill of getting to work with a real master of the craft.

Some would think not much of the narrative could change within the 
confines of a tale told specifically in chapters. What was the wildest 
change you attempted? 
In the finished movie, the structure of the end of chapter three and 
the start of chapter four plays out as it did in the script. The first act 
of the movie ends with Warren telling his story to Smithers and then 
killing the general, the audience is given the intermission to recover 
from that, and then the second act opens with the flashback to Daisy 
witnessing the poisoning of the coffee, which sets the rest of the movie 
in motion. But while putting the movie together, we tried an alternate 
structure in which the coffee poisoning was incorporated into the War-
ren-Smithers confrontation. The logic there was that it would end the 
first act on a cliffhanger—the audience would now go into the inter-
mission with an idea of where the story was headed and wanting to see 
how the poisoning would play out. 

We conformed the 70mm work print for that version and screened 
it at the DGA. But in the end, Quentin and I both felt the same way: 
Introducing this new idea had diluted the impact of the Warren-Smithers 
 confrontation. There was something perfect about the buildup of 
Warren telling his disturbing tale to Smithers, capped off by the first 
act of killing in the movie, followed by a satisfied Warren smiling as 
Bob closes the piano, with the sound of just the wind of the building 
storm taking us into the intermission. And inserting the poisoning into 
that sequence diminished it. We were glad that we tried it, so we could 



watch the finished version knowing we’d left no stone unturned—but 
ultimately, Quentin’s initial instincts while writing the piece turned out 
to be the best way to present the story to the audience.

You’re clearly a close collaborator, but folks can’t get along all the 
time. What’s something you and Tarantino didn’t see eye to eye on, 
and how was it resolved? I would think that having someone to cre-
atively challenge him on occasion is something he appreciates?
Truthfully, we generally find ourselves on the same page. We laugh 
at the same, potentially inappropriate moments, we usually have the 
same taste with regard to performances, and if something isn’t work-
ing, we’re pretty much always both aware of it. I’ll present ideas to him, 
maybe an off-the-wall sound-effects option or a suggestion for remov-
ing something. Sometimes he goes for it, and other times he doesn’t. If 
it’s something I feel really strongly about, I’ll bring it up one time after 
it’s been rejected, and if it’s received the same way, that will be the end 
of it. Ultimately, I see my role as being there to bring the best possible 
version of his vision to the screen. So, something he can’t get behind is 
not likely to end up in the movie.

 
What were some of the biggest lessons you walked away with on The 
Hateful Eight, and will any become part of your future creative process?
As with Django, [the most important takeaway] was simply to under-
stand that no idea is too out of the box. Obviously, Quentin’s material 
lends itself to that type of thinking, but I’ve been trying to stay in that 
mindset when working on other people’s films.

quentin tarantino’s screenplay for
The Hateful Eight

BROWSE, STREAM OR BUY
The Hateful Eight OR

DJANGO UNCHAINED



The S 
from 
Hell
By Jenelle Riley

Sundance Short



It’s not unusual for artists to 
channel childhood trauma into 
their art. But Rodney Ascher 

might have launched his 
career from the most unusual 

source of disturbance yet. 
When he was just 4 years old, 

Ascher found himself confused 
and frightened by something 

he saw on television. Years 
later, he would explore those 

feelings in his short film The S 
from Hell, which played at the 
2010 Sundance Film Festival. 
The distressing image Ascher 
witnessed? The 1964 TV logo 

for Screen Gems—a sort of 
yin-yang symbol with a dot in 

the center, which emerges from 
its background accompanied 
by eerie synthesizer music. 





hen he first noticed the logo at the end  
of such kids’ shows as The Monkees, 
Ascher lacked the vocabulary to express 
what he thought he was seeing. “With 
today’s eyes, I would say it’s the base code 
of television—when programming stops,” 
Ascher says. “We would see it between 
the end of one show and commercials, 
so it felt like the crack where you could 
see what was really underneath, like 

the source code or DOS underneath Windows. It has a severe kind of electronic 
edge, both with the design and the synthesizer music, which was so out of context 
coming off of shows like Bewitched and before a Cap’n Crunch commercial. It was 
this weird proto-science fiction. I would stare at it and wonder a little bit but not 
have the ability to ask anyone what it was.”

Ascher forgot about the logo for some 30 years, until he stumbled across a 
Web page by John S. Flack Jr. entitled “A Tribute to…the Most Frightening S 
Ever, the Screen Gems’ ‘S’ Logo,” which detailed the exact same experience 
he’d had with the logo. As he investigated more, Ascher 
found there was an entire community of people scarred 
in their youth by the creepy S, who say they suffer from 
“Screengemophobia.” At this point, Ascher was living in 
Los Angeles and regularly directing music videos and 
short films, including several shorts for the TBS series The 
Very Funny Show. So, when he had time to make a film for 
himself, he decided to interview several people he’d met 
through the Internet to make a short documentary about 
the effects of the S logo on their childhood memories.

The result was The S from Hell, which combines audio 
interviews of “survivors” of the logo with stock footage and 
demonic clips from such films as Häxan: Witchcraft Through 
the Ages to tell the history of the Screen Gems logo and how 
it put fear into the hearts of kids. Whether by intention or not, the film is funny—
one dream sequence features a little girl being chased by the logo. And since its 
tone seems somewhat tongue in cheek, many have mistaken the short for fiction. 
But Ascher swears it’s no joke. “I did use some hyperbolic language to get into 
that mindset of frightened children from the ’70s and ’80s,” he says. “But all of 
the interviews are real—it’s a documentary.”   
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Ascher interviewed subjects over Skype 
and edited the movie off and on for six 
to eight months. The idea of using Skype 
emerged when he couldn’t afford to travel 
to interviews and found he really enjoyed 
editing the resulting audio of the online 
conversations. To him, it felt like a short 
radio play. “I had the audio first, then 
tried to figure out the imagery to put to it. 
I ended up liking what happened, where 
you don’t see people’s faces, and it seems to 
take place more in memories and dreams. 
They’re voices from the past.” Unlike his 
previous shorts, there was no script for The 
S from Hell, and the film’s running time was 
based on how long the interviews ran. “I 
really let the film dictate how long it wanted 
to be,” he says. “Since I didn’t need to fill a 

22-minute time slot on TV, I just went with what felt right.” At one point, he toyed 
with the idea of a feature-length version but says, “Thank God, I came to my senses.”

All told, Ascher estimates his budget came to about $200, and his biggest cost 
was casting three child actors for the reenactments. “That was the hardest part—
convincing the parents I wasn’t a crazy person,” he says with a laugh. “I have a 
little studio in my garage, and I felt like a bit of a creep asking parents to let me 
photograph their kids in a garage.” He also didn’t pay for 
any of the archival footage, noting that most of it fell under 
public domain or fair use. 

As for Screen Gems itself, Ascher never consulted them. 
“The movie had a good festival run and got a lot of play, 
so I would think they would have heard about it,” he says. 
“I didn’t know whether to expect an invitation to screen 
it at their Christmas party or a letter from the law firm of 
Johnson, Johnson, Johnson & Johnson. But I never heard 
anything. I hope they liked it.” For his part, Ascher says he 
didn’t bother to consult with an attorney. “I was never doing 
anything commercial with the film, so I was prepared to take 
it down if I got a cease and desist.”    

http://www.thesfromhell.com/MOVIE.html�


As The S from Hell was received well at festivals around the world, in some ways  
it gave birth to Ascher’s first feature documentary, Room 237, about Stanley Kubrick’s 
seminal 1980 film, The Shining—another movie that terrified a young Ascher. “I 
snuck into it as a kid and wasn’t able to make it all the way through,” he says. “I 
guess I was returning to the scene of the crime with this film.” 

Through interviews and footage, Room 237 examines a multitude of theories 
about The Shining—some see it as a metaphor for genocide, others draw parallels to 
fairy tales. Ascher used the same audio-interview process with Room 237, only this 
time he mailed digital recorders to his subjects so he would end up with a higher 
sound quality. “It’s very much The S from Hell’s big brother,” he says. 

Room 237 received stellar reviews at this year’s Sundance and Cannes, and 
it’s been acquired by IFC Films for a theatrical release. Ascher has screened it in 
Moscow and Israel and continues to travel the world. He’s surprised at how these 
intensely personal movies have caught on with audiences. When The S from Hell 
was first accepted to Sundance, he admits even he was shocked. “It’s a very messed-
up movie,” he says with a laugh. “I was proud of it, but I had no idea what normal 
human beings would think of it.”  
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CHILDRENS  
HOSPITAL
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  T E L E V I S I O N



Very few television comedies accomplish in 
22 minutes what Childrens Hospital tackles 

in 11. Fans have known this since the show 
launched in 2008, and finally the Academy 

of Television Arts & Sciences concurred when 
the comedy’s third season garnered a 2012 

Emmy nomination in the Short Format Live-
Action Entertainment Programs category.

 



T the brainchild of actor-writer-
director Rob Corddry, Childrens 
Hospital was an idea that came 
to him in a waiting room at Los 
Angeles’ own Children’s Hospital 
sometime during the 2007 Writers 
Guild of America strike. “I’ve never 
been satisfied with my telling of 
the story, because it’s not funny,” 
Corddry says. “It’s kind of sad. 

And I have no punchline. The nutshell version is my daughter dislocated a 
ligament in her arm, and we took her to Children’s Hospital. Only one parent 
could go in the back room while she was getting fixed up, so I was in the waiting 
room, which is a really terrifying and sad place—a lot of scared parents, people 
praying and shaking—and all of a sudden, a gurney comes blasting through these 
double doors. Just like it does on TV, and it’s literally doctors and nurses around 
the gurney yelling ‘stat’ and ‘CCs.’ And it was horrifying, because it’s real life, 



but it really looked like 
television. I guess that’s 
what kind of started me 
thinking in that vein. 
Also, I noticed it was  
like a small gurney, a 
child-size gurney, and 
there were child-size 
things, like child-size 
ventilators, and I was 
like, This isn’t funny.”

But soon Corddry 
realized there was dark 
comedy to be found and 
felt it could work as a 
Web series, so he linked 
up with writer-director-
actor David Wain (Role 
Models) and writer-
producer Jonathan 
Stern, both of whom 
had already seen success 
with their Wainy Days 
Web series. Corddry’s 
idea was to turn Childrens 
Hospital into a series that 
would parody shows such 
as General Hospital, ER, 
Grey’s Anatomy and House. 
With the format set at 

five-minute episodes, they went out and pitched the idea. “I get very nervous 
even at the idea of pitching,” Corddry says. “It’s just not a very natural thing. And 
there’s a certain role you have to play and the producer has to play, and it’s a very 
staged kind of thing and feels very contrived—I hate it.”

Corddry and Stern were lucky that 2008 was a time when studios were seriously 
toying with the concept of Web-generated content. “When we pitched it around,” 
he says, “the original concept was it was just going to be ‘previously ons’ [parodies 
of the ‘previously on’ opening introductions to the shows they were making fun 
of]. And everybody’s like, ‘That’s awesome. It’s a terrible idea.’ Warner Bros. was 
the first studio to say, ‘Really?’ ”



The show was greenlit 
for thewb.com, and the 
episodes were expanded 
into short tales beyond the 
initial “previously on” idea. 
At first, true to the pitch, 
it heavily parodied the 
monologue-driven format of 
Grey’s Anatomy. Episode one 
features an opening speech 
from Dr. Cat Black (Lake 
Bell), who says in deadpan 
fashion, “A hospital isn’t 
a place for lazy people. A 
hospital is a place for smart 
people to take care of people 
who aren’t smart enough to 
keep themselves healthy.” 

Beyond just parodying 
tropes of other shows, 
Corddry created a great 
role for himself in Dr. 
Blake Downs, a medical 
practitioner who believes 
in the healing power of 
laughter over the healing 

power of modern medicine, much to the chagrin of his deceased patients. Inter-
est ingly, Corddry says Downs is not a spoof of Patch Adams. “I have a friend 
who’s a clown doctor and goes to hospitals in Boston,” he says. “And the thing 
that inspired me the most was that a lot of people find clowns creepy, and I 
thought a children’s hospital would be the perfect environment for a clown to 
be the most creepy element. I just find clowns to be…of all the different types of 
comedians, the genre that takes themselves so seriously.” Adding to the assault on 
clowns, Corddry consciously worked to make Downs the least comedic character 
on the show and instead has the clown suffering from a slew of real-life problems.

http://backstory.net/watch-clown-pile-up 


 
The offbeat humor gained a solid Internet fan base, culminating in Childrens 

Hospital winning a Webby Award in 2009 for Best Comedy Series. Adult Swim, 
the late-hour block of programming on the Cartoon Network, which is owned 
by Warner Bros., then offered Corddry and company a TV series for Childrens. 

When presented with the option of a 30-minute or 15-minute slot, Corddry 
went for the latter, thinking the show would find success possibly because of the 
suspected reduced attention span found in its young male viewer demographic. 

“The attention-span debate annoys me in general,” Corddry says. “But I 
think we pack as much story into our 11:15-minute show [15 minutes with 

commercials] as a 21-minute one does—sometimes more. Arrested Development 
was hindered by the 22-minute format. Like us, they packed that thing full 

of jokes and weird connections and Easter eggs and fun stuff people like, but 
it’s exhausting to the casual comedy viewer. Childrens would suffer in the same 
way if it were 22 minutes, and even more because I’m not as good as [Arrested 

Development creator] Mitch Hurwitz.” The 10 five-minute Webisodes were tagged 
together to form the five episodes constituting Childrens’ first TV season, which 

were immediately followed by season-two episodes that same year.



The common denominator to the show’s success in both the Webisode phase 
and on Adult Swim lies in the fact that there’s virtually no studio input. “I was 
just talking about this last night with my producing partners,” Corddry says. “With 
more babysitting, the show could have found its legs faster, but it could just as 
easily have become Scrubs. Ultimately, we recognize that this could be the only 
time in our careers where we are given the freedom to do anything we want.”

By the time Corddry was ready to begin work on season two of the show, he 
chose an immersive approach to crafting his scripts: He hopped on a train. “I 
took an Amtrak from L.A. to San Francisco, stayed overnight in San Francisco 
and then took a four-day trip from San Francisco to Chicago, and basically…I 
killed somebody on the train trip. That’s what happened.”  

Aside from the rush associated with conducting Murder on the Orient Express–
style crimes, what Corddry enjoys most about his train rides is how focused he’s 
able to remain while writing. “You can’t go anywhere, so I would write 14 hours 
a day. And I had a little Internet thing, so I could email back and forth to the 
guys,” he says. “I would change my environment three or four times a day and 
take an hour off to eat lunch. And you have to sit with strangers and eat your 
meals, which was fascinating—usually not my thing. I don’t like people. But it 
was great and really inspiring. And we were going through the Rockies, so it was 
gorgeous. I could do nothing but write.”

What works so well behind the scenes is the fact that there are very few creative 
differences. This is due partly to the team being given complete creative control 
and partly to Corddry’s open approach for collaboration. “I’ve both conceded 
and fought for the wrong reasons,” he says. “Mostly because I was afraid to 
be perceived as not having the answers, and that never works out. The only 
way to do this job and be happy and truly creative is to make every step in the 
process as egoless as possible. I now approach it like an improv scene, accept any 
note or suggestion with a ‘Yes, and…’—meaning be receptive and talk out the 
implications until one of us realizes who’s right—then make the correct move.”

By season two, the show slowed its parodies of other medical shows, and its 
own absurdist humor blossomed, sometimes reminiscent of the style seen in 
Zucker-Abrahams-Zucker films like Airplane! or The Naked Gun. When asked 
about ZAZ’s influence, Corddry admits to being a huge fan. “One of our biggest 
notes to ourselves used to be ‘too Airplaney!’ ” he says. “I didn’t even know what 
that meant at the time, only that I felt it. Now I know that Zucker absurdity is 
more random and delivered with a tiny wink. We rarely give that note anymore.” 

As Corddry proudly points out, the show can go in any direction and has 
no set rules. “That’s the best part of writing absurd comedy. You make up the 
rules scene by scene.” Yet for as far out as the show gets, fans have wondered 
if it would ever abandon narrative altogether in favor of experimental sketch 



comedy. “Never,” Corddry insists. “If anything, we’ve gradually become more 
of a narrative. My mantra was always, ‘Screw story. The best joke in the shortest 
amount of moves!’ But I learned that a good story is the best joke engine.”

 
 The series also began parodies of films, ranging from a twist on Fight Club’s 
imaginary friend in “The Chet Episode” to a comedic homage to one of Wain’s 
favorite films, Do the Right Thing, in the “Hot Enough For You?” episode. “David 
was very careful about how to build it, and I learned a lot making that episode,” 
Corddry says. “My default is to go too crazy with parody. One of my drafts had  
a bunch of dudes that hung out in a stairwell and heckled Blake. David argued 
for a slower build, where the audience doesn’t even get it until the third act.  
And that’s our M.O. now. This episode was a huge turning point for CH and  
my writing in general.” Amusingly, one element that didn’t make the episode 
was a play on Do the Right Thing’s pizzeria wall of photos of famous Italian 
Americans, a point of contention with the shop’s African-American customers, 
who wanted to see people of color represented. The scuttled Childrens Hospital 
scene featured a wall of photos of doctors, to which Dr. Blake says, “Hey, Sy, why 
aren’t there any clowns up on the wall?”

 
Season three featured another robust set of episodes, including movie 

parodies ranging from Night Shift to Run Lola Run and even TV’s Nip/Tuck and 
Party Down (on which writer-director-actor Ken Marino originally starred). Part 
of the show’s brilliance as it grows is that the smallest jokes sometimes receive 
the highest production value. Case in point: an utterly random season-one joke 
where a character reveals the true location of the hospital by saying, “You’re the 
best damn administrator in all of Brazil. Which, by the way, is where we are right 
now. This hospital is in Brazil, as we all know. Fully staffed by and in service of 
expatriate Americans.” It’s absurd because there’s simply nothing to support 

http://backstory.net/watch-the-drug-bust-flashback  
http://backstory.net/watch-the-opening-of-hot-enough-for-you 


that statement in the show’s narrative, but over time in later episodes, the art 
department would reference Brazil with pictures of legendary Brazilian soccer 
star Pelé and other such nuances. 

Finally in season three’s Nip/Tuck parody, titled “Nip/Tug,” the season-one 
joke was replayed in the “previously on,” and then a callback to the joke played 
when two doctors leave the hospital to grab a churro and walk through the 
streets and past famous landmarks on location in Brazil. The production team 
pulled this off in three days of travel—for one day of shooting—and while the 
footage amounts to less than one minute of screen time, it is hilarious proof of 
just how far the team will go to tell a joke.

Fans are now excited for the fourth season to begin August 9—and it’s 
already been revealed that one episode was recast and written by Brits to self-
referentially depict the “British version” of Childrens Hospital. Also in the works is 
a spinoff series inspired by the season-three finale: Newsreaders, a parody of a 60 
Minutes–style program. While audiences have seen that type of comedy before, 
Corddry insists the new stand-alone series will differentiate itself from the 
current crop of comedy news shows. “Both The Daily Show and The Onion take an 
ironic tone which is reality based, and ours is absurd,” he says. “I tend to favor 
meaninglessness over meaning.” 

With so much in the works, Corddry says there’s no end point in sight and 
that he wants to keep writing, directing and acting on Childrens Hospital as long 
as he can. “I have no way of knowing [when it will end], but if I continue to make 
this show with the same intentions, I will know it when it happens. I bet it will 
happen some year in March. I hate March.”

http://m.adultswim.com/video/childrens-hospital/brazilian-churros.html
http://m.adultswim.com/video/childrens-hospital/previously-niptug.html
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Compliance 
How far would you go? 

By David Somerset



On 
January  21, 

the atmosphere inside Park City’s Library Center Theatre 
was that of rapt but uncomfortable concentration. These Sundance 
Film Festival patrons were witnessing the premiere of writer-director 
Craig Zobel’s Compliance, as it unspooled its strange narrative onto 
the screen. Many were unable to believe what they were seeing 
yet found it difficult to look away. The film, inspired by true events,  
slowly turns up the heat on a story set in a small-town fast-food joint. 





On 
one particularly busy Friday 
night, middle-aged manager 
Sandra (Ann Dowd) takes a 
call from a man identifying 
himself as a police officer,  
who informs her that one 
of her employees, teenage 
counter jockey Becky (played 
by Dreama Walker), has 
stolen from a customer. 

Sandra is told that because the police cannot be there immediately to investigate in 
person, she’ll have to detain and strip search Becky until they arrive. What unfolds 
is an increasingly tense moral dilemma that slowly twists itself further and further 
into ethical knots. 

After the screening, the lights come on, Zobel and his cast take the stage for 
a Q&A—and the night’s pent-up tension springs loose in a flurry of questions, 
accusations, arguments and exploitation allegations. Zobel recalls that while he 
thought Compliance might provoke a strong reaction, he certainly wasn’t ready for 
such vitriol. “I knew it was a visceral film,” he says. “And I knew it was about something 
pretty crazy, so I suppose I wasn’t wholly surprised. The specific nature of some of 
the reactions surprised me, but the fact that I didn’t capture the whole audience 
was not shocking to me. It’s not a film for everybody. I wouldn’t even propose that. 
I would, however, warn people to know what they’re getting into.”

Zobel’s previous Sundance visit had been for the amiable 2007 comedy Great 
Wall of Sound, so many in the crowd simply weren’t prepared for the film they 
saw. He got the inspiration for Compliance’s tough subject matter from a couple of 
sources. Reading about the 1961 experiments by psychologist Stanley Milgram, 
which employed scientific methods and electric shocks as ways to investigate people’s 
willingness to obey authority, even to the point of harming another human being, 
was a starting point that spurred Zobel to delve into the subject. His research at first 
focused on other reports of behavioral experiments, then he discovered real-world 
accounts of fast-food employees subjected to unusual requests over the phone. 

“A couple of times, I saw allusions to these stories, and I was quite struck by 
the fact that it had happened in various places over a 10-year period,” Zobel says. 
“It would be different if it had been one city, as though one group of people had 
been gullible. And the more I thought about it, the more I realized it’s more of a 
human situation than just some specific individuals. The fact that this had been 
able to happen so many times—that’s what drew me.” Among the questions the 
writer-director wanted to confront were, “Why don’t they just say no?” and, more 
troublingly, “What would I do?”  





C ompliance’s script was built from a collection of those real-life cases, 
including one notable example that occurred in Kentucky in 2004, where 
a female cashier was made to strip naked and left in only an apron while 
being held in a stockroom for hours while the police officer on the phone 

made increasingly unusual demands. Asked if he considered turning the case into 
a documentary, Zobel demurs. “I didn’t really consider it a documentary, because 
other people had explored it that way. For me, the movie represents me being 
honest with myself about some of this stuff and how we might all possibly behave in 
some way. It was more about going through the process of studying it, of forcing it 
on myself. There’s a sense of objectivity to the movie, an arm’s-length feeling, and 
I think I needed that to explore the bigger human issues that were going on there.”

The big challenge initially was keeping the story believable while including as 
many true details as possible. Zobel admits he didn’t put in some of the wilder 
elements, because he knew audiences simply would never accept that they really 
happened. Even the elements he did use were difficult for audiences to digest: 
“Having the person do [naked] jumping jacks or running in place—as a writer, I 
would just sit there and go, How did they get from the initial premise of the phone call to 
there? I would look through and read the cases. So I used them as a strong framework. 
I knew what happened and wanted to know how people went emotionally from one 
thing to the next. How did that work? That was the thrust of the writing process.” 

The script proved tough to write. “One of my producers, Theo Sena, told me I 
was hedging by not going to places where it felt uncomfortable,” Zobel says. “It’s not 
comfortable in a general sense, but she reminded me it was important to go into a 
place where it was as realistic and as ethically bothersome as possible. It was important 
to push it that far.” And he took encouragement from one of the movies he watched 
while fleshing out the idea. “I was fascinated with the film 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days, 
which was a pretty uncompromising look at something uncomfortable [abortion]. It 
was a challenging film but an amazing film—it didn’t pull its punches.”

With the writing complete, Zobel needed a cast, a task he admits often takes 
longer than the actual filmmaking process, especially in the independent world. 
“The people who did the casting also did Winter’s Bone, a good example of a film 
where it didn’t feel as though actors were airlifted into that movie,” he says. “The 
people seemed like they were from that world, more so than someone such as Naomi 
Watts. I think she’s a really interesting actress, and I’d love to work with her one 
day, but I think I’d have a hard time seeing her managing a fast-food restaurant. 
It would still be Naomi Watts wearing a costume. Also, a lot of the actors are from 
the theater. It’s full of these big long dialogue scenes, and so it made sense to find 
people who were comfortable with that style.” 

Ann Dowd was cast as Sandra and gives a nomination-worthy performance as 
the harried restaurant manager, with Dreama Walker tackling the equally pivotal 
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role of Becky, who suffers indignities at the hands of her coworkers. With the clock 
ticking and actor schedules an issue, Zobel didn’t have much time to rehearse his 
cast, but he was able to round up his leading ladies for a summit. “Ann, Dreama 
and I had a few days together, which was a lot considering what the story was. It felt 
like a lot of the days were not necessarily rehearsing but talking about the ethical 
questions we were interested in and what it all meant. Which was useful for at least 
the three of us to be on the same page as to why we’re making this.”

The argument that some upset audience members have engaged in after the film 
is, can it be anti-exploitative when it features onscreen nudity? It’s a shallow argument, 
since there’s very little onscreen nudity and also since Walker agreed to everything in 
the script, including the moments of nudity. Out of all the arguments he’s heard, Zobel 
takes any negative criticisms of exploitation and unnecessary flesh personally. I think 
that’s a pretty insulting thing to Dreama’s performance to say that,” he says. “We didn’t 
have her handcuffed to the corner! It was a film like any other, and we’d call cut, and 
everyone would go to the craft-service table and make jokes. She’s a performer. It’s 
the only issue I get defensive about, and that’s out of deference to her and the other 
actors. I’ve heard them express frustration with that critique. On the one hand, their 
performances are so great that people do not see through them. But in real life, it was 
all highly negotiated and only done with all the actors’ participation.”

By now, the filmmaker is used to varied reactions to the movie. “I’ve had people 
become defensive at almost every screening,” he says. “I think it’s fascinating. I 
wouldn’t disagree! I don’t want to put words in any audience members’ mouths or 
assume anything, but I think there are ways to react. You hear about people laughing, 
which bothers some viewers, and I’ve had people really be upset that people were 
laughing in the screening! I think maybe it’s a way to distance yourself from it, and 
make it not you. It’s a very human response.” 

Mostly, Zobel is hoping people leave the theater thinking what they might do 
in similar circumstances. “There are a lot of conversations to be had, and my hope 
is this movie creates that—in whatever way that happens. And I’m happy that I’m 
hearing back from people who have seen it and are emailing me or finding me on 
Facebook to tell me they’ve been talking with their friends for three days about the 
film. That is what I hoped would happen. I didn’t want to send one message—there 
are a lot of different questions, and that’s cool. I think it’s more valuable to make 
something that can spark multiple conversations.” 

Even if those conversations involve someone arguing with you after a screening? 
“I felt like the hard part of this for me was not being scared,” Zobel says. “It was 
pushing myself to let this movie be as dark as it needed to be. Which is probably 
the darkest I’ll ever go! The next one’s going to be much lighter!” 

You heard it here first! In 2013, expect The Happy Rainbow Bunny Adventures from 
the director of Compliance…
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Touch to see archival footage.

Touch to learn more about one of the incidents  
that inspired the film. But beware:  
This article is a complete spoiler!

http://www.courier-journal.com/article/20051009/NEWS01/510090392/A-hoax-most-cruel-Caller-coaxed-McDonald-s-managers-into-strip-searching-worker
http://backstory.net/milgram-archival-footage
HTMLResources/compliancespoiler.pdf
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In the opening moments of Anthony Breznican’s 
debut novel, Brutal Youth, a bullied student is 

trapped on the roof of his Catholic high school. 
He pushes and kicks stone statues of various 
saints toward his tormentors on the ground 

below, before accidentally severing the fingertips 
of the janitor who tried to get to him through 
a hatch on the roof. And that’s just the first 10 
pages. What follows is an intense look at the 

underbelly of a religious school on the verge of 
tragedy and the friendships forged in that fire. 
For the author, it’s a love-hate letter to bygone 

days that took over a decade to create.



After graduating from the University of Pittsburgh in 1998, where 
he majored in English with a focus on writing, Breznican moved to Los 
Angeles to be with his girlfriend, Jill (now wife), and sometimes found 
himself regaling her with colorful tales from his Catholic high school 
days. “I was telling her old war stories and the crazy stuff we’d gotten 
up to,” he says. “She mentioned I should write some of these down.” 
The exercise didn’t yield much in terms of usable pages for a book, but 
it allowed Breznican to further mine his past. “It really got me thinking 
about those times and the friendships I’d had. I guess I was haunted by 
that, so I kept thinking about it and would occasionally make notes for 
this novel that I hadn’t written yet.”

The more Breznican thought about this nascent story, the more 
the characters began to morph away from people he knew in real life 
and into their own fictional personas. Around this same time, he put 
his fiction writing aside for what would turn into a fruitful career in 
entertainment journalism. He started as a writer for the Associated 
Press, then moved to USA Today, and currently he’s a senior writer—
and the main Oscar correspondent—at Entertainment Weekly. Though 
the ideas flowed, with a full-time journalism career, Breznican found 
it difficult to squeeze in work on a novel, and then in 2005, a window 
finally opened, as Jill was pursing her master’s degree in library science 
and he suddenly had a lot of time on his hands. “I had no one to hang 
out with,” he laughs. “So while she sat there writing papers and doing 
homework, I popped open my laptop and would work on my novel.”

Breznican finished a first draft in 2007 and gave it to Jill as a gift on 
her 30th birthday. He polished it for another year, then began send-
ing the book out to publishers and agents, though he never received 
the response he was seeking. One publisher suggested he change the 
characters into vampires; another wondered if there could be a “pirate” 
element to the story. Through a friend, Brutal Youth eventually made 
it to the desk of Brendan Deneen, an editor at St. Martin’s Press, who 
loved it. And thus began the lengthy editing process.

Set in 1991 (when Breznican himself began high school), Brutal 
Youth follows a year in the lives of the students of Saint Michael’s, a 
private Catholic school where hazing is rampant. In the middle of it 
all are two freshmen, Peter Davidek and Noah Stein. Stein pisses off 
teachers and upperclassmen alike with his disinterest in being their 
whipping board, while Davidek draws attention for befriending the 



most despised student at school, senior Hannah Kraut. As school legend 
has it, Kraut has compiled secrets on the teachers and students from 
day one and plans to have Davidek read the long list of dirty laundry 
at the year-end picnic. What happens in between is a muck of broken 
hearts, torn friendships, innocence lost amid the impending threat 
of the faltering school being shuttered for good.

Finding time to edit a debut novel while working full-time was a 
challenge that increased exponentially with the birth of each of  
Breznican’s two children. “Before we had our kids, I would write it 
at night and mostly on weekends,” he says. “If I could find five or six 
hours to write, I could get in the zone, and the quality would just be 
better. But if I was distracted and just trying to steal an hour or two 
here and there, I didn’t think I could solve the problems that needed 
to be solved in the book. I need to have my head clear of distractions.” 
Once his kids were born, he took vacation time from USA Today and 
then EW—sometimes two weeks at a time—to give Brutal Youth the at-
tention it needed. “I treated it like a job. I would spend every day r 
ewriting until my wife would come home from work and the kids 
would come home from day care. Sometimes you just dread getting 
started, and it’s easy to come up with distractions: I’ll start as soon as 
I’ve searched the entire Internet. But once you get started, you go into that 
world and down the rabbit hole.”

Brutal Youth shines a dim light on the perils of mob mentality in 
high schools, yet it’s also wickedly funny. “I set off thinking I was writing 
a comedy, and I remember when I gave it to my wife and she said it’s a 
tragedy and a very sad story,” Breznican says. “It reminds me of how if  
you talk to a cop or a soldier who have been through some painful  
situations, they have a matter-of-factness about it, and they’ll see humor 
in things most people would be aghast at. My high school experiences 
weren’t on that level, but for everyone growing up, it’s a harrowing 
time and you can feel isolated, angry and pushed around. I tried  
to channel that feeling into the book, and that led to a somewhat  
exaggerated tale.”

While the novel is certainly dark, Breznican wanted to emphasize 
the impact friends can have on our lives as a way to combat the horrors 
we can face. “What I really wanted to capture was the love that friends 
have for each other,” he explains. “The willingness to step up and take 
it for your friend, to take the punch or the blame or the criticism for 
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someone you know who’s taken all that they can. I had friends like that, 
and I think that’s a pretty common experience. I wanted to capture 
that feeling of the people who are with you when you became who you 
are and helped you get there along the way.”

A large part of the tone comes from Breznican’s writing idol: Ste-
phen King. King, you may have noticed, has given Breznican a blurb 
to use on the book cover, but his influence on the writer goes back to 
a 12-year-old Breznican receiving King’s Pet Sematary as a gift from his 
grandmother, an apology-of-sorts for not taking him to see the just  
released film adaptation. “That made me fall in love with writing be-
cause I didn’t really have any kind of direction or ambition,” Brezni-
can says. “Stephen King told this story and he didn’t have any tools 
that I don’t have. He just had words and told this terrifying story. It 
was a light-bulb moment for me. I started writing ghost stories, and 
that’s what made me fall in love with writing—the power of that. You 
can do anything you want; it might be terrible, but you are the boss 
and you control what happens.”

King even influenced a plot point in the book. Remember the jani-
tor’s fingers being severed? That idea was hatched after Breznican in-
terviewed his hero while at the AP. King was promoting a network TV 
miniseries called Rose Red, and Breznican asked King how he managed 
his unrelenting storytelling style on network television. King told him 
that as part of his agreement to the deal with ABC, he wanted to have 
one of the visuals in Rose Red be fingers on a character being severed 
and for the audience to see them hit the floor. He said if they agreed 
to that, he would do the series. As Breznican was writing his prologue, 
he knew a troubled boy, Clink, would be trapped on the roof and that 
he would lash out violently at the students and faculty. “I didn’t want 
him to shoot anyone because those are tragedies that transcend fic-
tion,” he says. “I wanted something to happen there that couldn’t be 
taken back, whether it was intentional or not. So off went the guy’s  
fingertips. That was my homage to Stephen King. I got that from the 
first time I got to talk to my hero.”

Check out the prologue  
from Brutal Youth

See a selection from the first draft 
of the prologue with Anthony 
Breznican’s annotated notes



Though he used the people and experiences of his own life only 
as a jumping-off point, Breznican fully admits that one character is 
ripped directly and fully from real life—the book’s main antagonist, 
Father Mercedes. Mercedes is a popular figure in the parish but  
uses his “cool” image to swindle his congregation out of money they 
gave presumably to fix the decaying Saint Michael’s. Unfortunately,  
Father Mercedes has a gambling problem, and he thinks shutting 
down the high school could cover his financial woes: if he turns the 
school into something that generates money for the parish like a  
nursing home, his stealing might never be discovered. “At my school, 
there was a priest named Father Benz, so I did a lot of imagining to  
get that name,” Breznican laughs. “He was this very likable priest and 
kind of a rock star. He was always trying to raise more money, and  
as it turns out, he was stealing.”

The priest, now deceased, ended up taking more than $1 million, 
and Breznican wanted to re-explore those hurtful actions in a fictional 
setting. “I’m fascinated by what makes someone turn bad,” he says.  
“We all know assholes in life, but what makes them that way? What 
makes you so angry and bitter and hateful and spiteful? Who hurt you? 
What happened to you? It’s a question I ask because you want to feel 
empathy for these people who make it so hard to do so. I hope there’s 
a magnetism to him where you admire his strength, but you soon  
find out he has a pretty deep hole in his heart that I’m not sure any-
thing can fill.”

Breznican’s depiction of Father Mercedes is powerful because 
though you may disagree with his methods, for a large part of the book 
it’s hard to disagree with the character’s assessment that the school 
should be shut down. “I hope for every single character, there’s a point 
in the book where you’re rooting for them,” Breznican says. “I also 
hope there’s a point where you are very much rooting against them 
or, at the very least, are disappointed in their actions.” The shades of 
gray with which each character is written extends to the book’s main 
character. Late in the novel, there’s a scene where Davidek gets into 
an argument with a close friend (Green) and crosses a line. It’s a weak 
moment for Davidek, who’s at his wit’s end. “I wanted there to be a 
point in the story where you say, I’m not sure if I’m with him anymore. At 
that point, he has to come back and earn our respect a little more. 
He’s got some ground to make up with the reader.”



One of the novel’s biggest plot threads is the looming threat of 
Hannah Kraut’s notebook hovering over the school and how nothing 
can waylay that reveal. Keeping the storyline alive throughout the  
entirety of the novel was Breznican’s biggest challenge in the writing 
and editing process. “The problem I had was I need her to maintain 
this threat throughout the book so she can get to the end and give  
that notebook to Davidek and get him to [publicly] read it,” he says. 
“But there are any number of ways to stop that. What if he just refuses 
to read it? So I needed to create something for her to use against him 
to force him to do it. How do I avoid the kids just physically stopping 
her at the picnic? I had to employ some trickery there to make that 
happen. So I had to first solve the problem from the perspective of  
the people who wanted to stop her and then think about the ways she 
will thwart them all.”

Brutal Youth’s conclusion will stay with readers long after they put it 
down because Breznican refused to go for an easy ending. Characters 
you want to see suffer don’t always get their comeuppance, while the 
ones you spend almost 400 pages falling in love with may or may not 
get the send-offs they deserve. Ultimately, the novel’s theme is hidden 
in the first draft of the prologue. The original opening line, which he 
changed in the final version, reads, “The saints suffered worst of all.” 
Though he went in a different direction, that line still resonates with 
the author. “I was trying too hard to be metaphorical, but that, to me, 
is the theme of the story,” he says. “People who are ruthless get what 
they want more than people who are more humane.” If that sounds 
harsh, it’s not meant that way. What Breznican is saying is that in order 
to be good, there must be consequences. “I wanted to make the point 
of if you stick your neck out for somebody else, sometimes your head 
gets chopped off. There’s a reason it’s a brave gesture to do something 
for a friend, because often there can be serious consequences. The safe 
thing is to lay low and do what you need to do in order to survive. But 
some of the characters feel, What happens to my brother happens to me.  
I didn’t want there to be happy endings for all the characters you like. 
The saints suffer worst of all, they really do.”

And some good news: This might not be the end after all. Though 
he is thriving at Entertainment Weekly, Breznican hopes Brutal Youth is just 
the first of four books featuring the characters from Saint Michael’s.  
“I would love to tell more stories from this school,” he says. “This spans 



one year, and it’s freshman year for most of the main characters.  
When I began dreaming of this story, it had a very different ending, 
and that’s because it went through all four years of school.” As he  
developed the tale, he realized there was enough freshman-year  
material for Davidek, Stein and others to fill its own novel. Breznican 
already has strong ideas for where the next three books would go but 
admits that when they are published is dependent on the success of 
his debut. “It’s a story I want to get out. I’m hoping this develops some 
fans. That’s a weird thing to say, but I hope people will like this strange 
little world enough to want to know more.” 

Browse or buy Anthony Breznican’s
novel BrutalYouth

This is the now-shuttered “Old Saint 
Joe’s” building in Natrona, Pa., which 
is the original site of Breznican’s 
high school. Daily classes were held 
at another location, but students 
used this place for school dances 
and plays. It served as inspiration for 
crumbling St. Michael the Archangel  
in “Brutal Youth.”
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